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Here, we describe the construction of a customized scanning magnetic microscope based on 

commercial Hall-effect sensors at room temperature (See Figure S1) that achieves a spatial 
resolution of 200 µm. Two scanning stages on the x- and y-axes of precision, consisting of two 
coupled actuators, control the position of the sample, and this microscope can operate inside or 
outside a magnetic shield. We obtained magnetic field sensitivities better than 520 nTrms/√Hz (±10 
nTrms/√Hz) between 1 and 10 Hz, which correspond to a magnetic momentum sensitivity of 9.20 × 
10–10 Am2. The standard deviation of the measurements was approximately 0.04 × 10–10 Am2 (about 
0.38%) for the remanent magnetization. In Figure S1 we can identify two circuit boards. 
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Figure S1. Image of the Hall microscope and its components. 

We can configure the sensors by adjusting the current or voltage. After several tests, we 
concluded that polarization by current in the 0.5–4.5 mA range produced the best signal-to-noise 
ratio [1–2]. The circuit (Figure S2a) consisted of current sources and instrumentation amplifiers for 
the amplification.  A low-noise preamplifier was built (we constructed the Lock-In that hereafter 
referred to using the following abbreviation: AJE amplifier) and acts as a gradiometer by 
electronically subtracting the two output signals.  In the assembly, the current sources were based 
on the IC LM334 which is resistance-controlled and shows high noise and a strong temperature 
dependence [1–4]. Next, we redesigned the circuit, replacing the LM334 with the AMP03 that has 
two current sources, which are controlled by voltage, and we achieved better results. Figure S2b 
shows a comparison between the noise spectra of the two custom electronic devices, one with the 
AMP03 electronics and the fabricated Lock-In AJE amplifier and the other with the commercial 
Lock-In amplifier (SR560, SRS Inc.). We used an alternating current at a frequency of 1.0 kHz and a 
peak amplitude of 1.0 V. For comparison purposes, we added a magnetic signal at 4 Hz to the 
measurements. 
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Figure S2. (a) Circuit consisting of current sources and instrumentation amplifiers for the 
amplification. (b) Noise analysis graph between the Lock-In AJE equipment and the commercial 
Lock-In equipment. (c) Noise analysis graph of the gradiometer system with and without the 
protection of the magnetic shield. 

We can observe in Figure S2b that, under these conditions, there is virtually no difference 
between the two configurations (the Lock-In AJE amplifier and the commercial Lock-In equipment), 
and the preamplifier (the Lock-In AJE amplifier) has low operating costs. We also conducted noise 
tests with and without the magnetic shield (See Figure S2c) and once again observed that there is no 
difference in the readings of the gradiometer system with and without the protection of the 
magnetic shield, which is necessary for some geological samples.  In the assembly of the Lock-In 
AJE amplifier (Figure S3), it was used low-cost but with high accuracy components found in the 
domestic market. It is very important to get the greatest reliability possible since the idea is to reach 
an accuracy to substitute larger and expensive equipment. It was used an application layout 
according to the technical specifications of each of the integrated circuits (ICs). The main circuit has 
3 stages, first an amplification input stage managed by the AD620 instrumentation amplifier, 
followed by a dynamic range demodulation Lock-In handled by an IC AD630 Balanced 
Modulator/Demodulator and lastly filtering with an amplification output, regulated by an OP27G 
OPAM. 

Using the help of the Proteus 8.1 software, which is specialized for electronic circuit designs, 
the components were assembled according to the electronic circuit diagram shown in the figure 
below. 
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Figure S3. Electric circuit of a Lock-In amplifier using the AD620, AD630, and OP27 integrated 
circuits. 

Besides the electronic components offered in the market, the operation of three ICs stood out 
when the objective was to assemble a specific amplification circuit with phase adjustment. The ICs 
selected for the manufactured Lock-In amplifier are listed below. The AD620, used as the initial 
amplifier, amplifies the signal applying a variable gain resistance. Since the amplifier amplifies not 
only the desired signal but also the signal as a whole, the noise is also amplified. Therefore, an 
appropriate sensitivity setting should be chosen. 

The AD630 synchronous demodulator, which is an essential component in the Lock-In 
amplifier, mixes the real signal to form the input reference signal. The OP27G, a low-pass amplifier, 
filters out any noise in the modulated signal and produces the desired DC signal, which determines 
the filtering level. Given the technical characteristics of these ICs, one can assemble an electrical 
circuit.  

In preliminary tests, the AD620 amplifier received the signal from the function generator, 
simulating the signal obtained by the magnetic probe, and amplified its voltage according to the 
adjustments made in the potentiometer. The operation was based simply on a noninverting 
operating amplifier. The circuit was powered by the +/− 15 V power source, with low-pass filters 
connected to each source to filter out any undesirable circulating noise. The disk capacitor worked 
in avoiding fluctuations in the signal when performing demodulation on the road. A reference 
signal, also provided by the signal generator, was introduced into the demodulator for signal 
mixing because this component is the signal input port to the demodulator. The synchronous 
demodulator (AD630) received the output signal from the input amplifier and multiplied it with the 
reference input. The final component of the Lock-In amplifier, the OP27 low-pass amplifier, was 
designed to filter all unwanted signals and produce a DC (direct current) signal that indicates the 
field strength. The equipment can not only be used in cutting-edge research but also serve as a 
teaching tool to introduce undergraduate, master's and Ph.D. students to the measurement methods 
and processing techniques used in scanning magnetic microscopy. 
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